CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

A. Conclusion

Despite the fact that North Korea has declared the withdrawal from the NPT, North Korea is still a member of the Treaty. As in Article X of NPT, it is stated that a withdrawal from the treaty must be notified to other members and the United Nations Security Council, which was never done by North Korea. Therefore, North Korea has the same rights and obligations with other members of the NPT and finally to make progress on disarmament obligations by ceasing activity in developing nuclear weapons and complete nuclear disarmament.

B. Recommendation

There are few means that the international community have to do to make North Korea respect the NPT. One of them is imposing an economic sanction in the form of export control as the export activities are the most contributor to North Korea income. The sanction, hopefully, will weaken the economic condition and make North Korea to be more compliant to its obligation under the NPT and put pressure to North Korea to slow down its nuclear proliferation.